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Background: A preanesthetic visit can increase a patient’s satisfaction. However, it is uncertain whether a pre

anesthetic visit by an anesthesiology resident can achieve the goal. We studied the time distribution for content of 

preanesthetic interviews (PI) and evaluated the patient’s satisfaction with the PI.

Methods: We recorded the PI duration of 200 patients by a voice recorder. The degrees of patient satisfaction with the 

PI and the changes of anxiety level after the PI were quantified by a questionnaire. We analyzed the time distribution 

for content of the PI and the correlation between patient characteristics and PI duration or a patient’s satisfaction.

Results: The total PI duration was 184 (134-286) sec (median, 25-75%), and the time distributions for content of 

the PI were 8 (5-10) of greeting, 45 (23-70) of history taking, 15 (10-20) of physical examination, 50 (25-98) for 

obtainingan informed consent, 20 (10-30) of explanation for anesthetic planning, 15 (5-28) for explanation of 

patient controlled analgesia, and 10 (0-4) sec for questions and answers. Age, ASA physical status, and educational 

level were correlated with PI duration (P < 0.001). The patient’s level of satisfaction was “very satisfied” in 39%, 

“satisfied” in 50%, and “moderate” in 11% of interviews. The anxiety level was “decreased” in 50%, “increased” in 8%, 

and “not changed” in 42% of patients.

Conclusions: Although the duration of a PI given by residents was a relatively short, 89% of patients of were satisfied 

with the interview. The PI took a longer time to complete in patients of older age, higher ASA physical status, or lower 

educational levels. (Korean J Anesthesiol 2012; 62: 220224)
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Introduction

A preanesthetic visit is essential for preanesthetic evalu ation, 

anesthetic planning, informed consent, and the anesthesiologist

patient relationship, and contributes to reducing a patient’s 

preoperative anxiety [1,2], which may positively influence 

anesthetic induction and patient recovery [35]. Anxiety also 

decreases patient satisfaction with the perioperative experience 

[6].

The doctorpatient relationship is very important to manage 

patients, and a good relationship has many positive effects on 

a patient’s satisfaction, patient adherence, health outcomes, 

and the clinicians’ sense of wellbeing [7]. However, it is diffi

cult to achieve a good anesthesiologistpatient relationship, 

because anesthesiologists have fewer patient contacts than 

surgeons. Most anesthesiology residents are still inexperienced 

in their work, received little training regarding doctorpatient 

communications, and might lack of the skills required to 

effectively deal with patients. It is uncertain whether the 

interview during a preanesthetic visit by an anesthesiology 

resident can achieve the desired goals. We analyzed the time 

and content preanesthetic interviews (PIs), which were con

ducted by anesthesiology residents and evaluated the patient’s 

satisfaction withthe PI.

Materials and Methods

This study was approved by our Institutional Review Board. 

Two hundred patients who underwent elective surgery were 

invited on the previous day of surgery to participatein this study. 

Inclusion criteria were adults aged 18-80 yr and American 

Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) physical status I, II, or III. 

Exclusion criteria included psychiatric disorders or significant 

speaking and hearing impairment (e.g. dementia, mood 

disorder, laryngectomy state, deafness, etc.). All anesthesiology 

residents participating in this study were training in our 

hospital.

After reviewing a patient’s paper or electronic medical 

records, including past and family history, medication, labo

ratory tests, image studies, etc., a PI was conducted by 12 

anesthesiology residents (7 junior and 5 senior residents) and 

recorded by a voice recorder. After the PI, the times for contents 

of the interview (greeting, history taking, physical examination, 

obtainingan informed consent, explanation of anesthetic 

planning and patient controlled analgesia, and questions 

and answers) were measured using a voice recorder. The 

interviews were recorded continuously all at once. To make the 

measurement of the time for each content easy, the beginnings 

and the ends of each content had a pause. The time for the 

content was measured from the first word of the first sentence 

to the last word of the last sentence in one content. If a sentence 

was obscure to categorize in a specific content, the sentence 

was categorized by the context. Total PI duration was calculated 

as the sum of time for all content. Time measurement for 

each content by using a voice recorder was done by one 

anesthesiologist.

To evaluate the degree of a patient’s satisfaction with the PI 

by residents and the change of anxiety level after PI, a question

naire was provided to the patients after the interview and 

collected several hours later by another resident who did not 

interview. The questions regarding a patient’s satisfaction were 

assessed using a 5point scale (not satisfied at all, not satisfied, 

moderate, satisfied, or very satisfied), and on a 3point scale 

(decrease, no change, or increase) for the change of anxiety 

level. Also, patient characteristics data were collected from the 

medical records or the questionnaire.

Data are the median (25-75%) or the number of patient

sexcept for age and described as mean ± SD. SigmaStat version 

3.5 for Windows (Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) was 

used for data analysis. The strengths of correlation between 

patient characteristics and PI duration or a patient’s satisfaction 

were assessed by the Pearson product moment test or the 

Spearman rank order test. Comparisons between males and 

females were assessed by an unpaired ttest or the Mann

Whitney rank sum test. P < 0.05 was considered statistically 

significant.

Results

Patient characteristics are presented in Table 1. The total PI 

duration was 184 (134-286) sec (median, 25-75%), and for the 

Table 1. Patient Characteristics

Sex (M/F)
Age (yr, mean ± SD)
ASA physical status: I/II/III
Education: Primary/middle/high school/university
Previous anesthesia: Yes/no

98/102
45.9 ± 14.0
137/50/13

32/39/62/67
139/61

Values are the number of patients or mean ± SD.

Table 2. Time Distribution of Interview

Category Time (s)

Greeting
History taking
Physical examination
Informed consent
Anesthetic plan
Pain control
Question and answer
Total

8 (5-10)
45 (23-70)
15 (10-20)
50 (25-98)
20 (10-30)
15 (5-28)
10 (0-40)

184 (134-286)

Values are median (range, 25-75%).
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contents of the PI, the time to obtain an informed consent, and 

history taking were 45 (23-70) and 50 (25-98) sec, respectively 

(Table 2).

The correlations between patient characteristics and satis

faction or PI duration are presented in Table 3. Age (r = 0.38, 

P < 0.01) and ASA physical status (r = 0.43, P < 0.01) had a 

positive correlation, and educational level (r = -0.18, P < 0.01) 

had a negative correlation with PI duration. However, previous 

anesthetic history had no significant correlation with PI 

duration. There was no difference in PI duration between males 

and females.

In the results for each question of the questionnaire, the 

patient’s satisfaction was “very satisfied” in 77 (39%), “satisfied” 

in 101 (50%), “moderate” in 22 (11%), and “not satisfied” or “not 

satisfied at all” in none of 200 patients. There was no significant 

correlation between a patient’s satisfaction and PI duration (r 

= -0.09, P = 0.20) (Fig. 1). The anxiety level was “decreased” in 

100 (50%), “not changed” in 83 (42%), and “increased” in 17 (8%) 

of 200 patients.

Discussion

This is the first study to analyze preanesthetic interviews, 

conducted by anesthesiology residents in Korea. The results of 

our study show that the PI given by residents tooka relatively 

short time (~3 min), and that the PI duration was correlated 

with the age, ASA physical status, and educational level of the 

patient. Most patients indicated they were satisfied with the PI 

by residents.

Anesthesiologists preoperatively perform focused clinical 

examinations, develop a plan of medical intervention and 

optimization, reduce the patient's anxiety and fears through 

education, discuss perioperative care and options for post

operative pain control, determine the appropriate laboratory 

tests and diagnostic studies to perform, discuss anesthesia 

risks, and obtain informed consent [8]. This interview by an 

anesthesiologist is generally referred to as a preanesthetic visit 

or consultation, which is carried out in a face to face meeting 

between the anesthesiologist and patient. The advantages 

ofa preanesthetic visit were previously studied ~50 years ago, 

and Egbert et al. [9] reported that a preanesthetic visit by an 

anesthesiologist is as good as or better than any drug to relieve 

a preoperative patient’s anxiety. Also, an effective preanesthetic 

visit is increasingly recognized to influence a variety of patient 

behaviors such as a patient’s satisfaction and understanding of 

medical advice [10]. 

Sufficient interview time is needed to achieve the advantage 

of a preanesthetic visit. However, there are few studies for the 

duration of the preanesthetic visit or interview. Soltner et al. [11] 

reported that the preanesthetic consultation duration took ~10 

min in patients undergoing a daycare gynecologic procedure. 

In the other study [12] for the usefulness of video about general 

information onanesthesia before the interview, the interview 

duration without video was < 20 min. However, in these 2 

studies, it is unknown whether the duration of the interview 

only counted the conversation between anesthesiologists and 

patients. The median value of PI duration in our results was 184 

sec (~3 min), which consistedonly of a facetoface meeting with 

patients and did not include the review for a patient’s paper or 

electronic medical records, including past and family history, 

medication, laboratory tests, and image studies. Furthermore, 

PI duration was measured by only conversation between 

anesthesiologists and patients in a recorded PI. Therefore, the 

real preanesthetic visit may take much longer than in our result.

Our results for the factors influencing interview duration 

cannot be compared with other studies because they have 

not been previously studied. In our study, age, ASA physical 

status, and educational level were correlated with PI duration. 

We can assume that older patients had a higher grade of ASA 

physical status, and required a longer duration for ob taining 

informed consent. Educational level (r  = -0.18) had a lesser 

influence on PI duration because it has a lower correlation 

Fig. 1. There was no significant correlation between patientsatisfaction 
and duration of the preanesthetic interview.

Table 3. Correlation Coefficients between Patient Characteristics and 
Interview Duration or Patient Satisfaction

Variables Interview duration Satisfaction

Sex (M vs. F)*
Age
ASA physical status
Educational level
Previous anesthesia

P = 0.66
r = 0.35, P < 0.01
r = 0.43, P < 0.01
r = -0.18, P < 0.01
r = 0.08, P = 0.28

P = 0.65
r = -0.01, P = 0.85
r = -0.09, P = 0.19
r = 0.15, P = 0.06
r = 0.01, P = 0.92

Values are correlation coefficient or P value. *Comparisons between 
males and females were assessed by unpaired t-test or Mann-Whitney 
rank sum test. 
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coefficient compared with age (r = 0.35) and ASA (r = 0.43). 

Higher educational level can be also presumed to result in less 

PI duration due to a patient’s the better ability to understand, 

but the tendency that older patients have generally lower 

educational levels in Korea should be also considered. 

Regarding time required for content of the PI, the durations 

needed for obtaining an informed consent and history taking 

were > 50% of the PI duration. This shows that anesthesiologists 

lead the interview, and a certain amount of time was necessary 

to obtain an informed consent and complete history taking 

for each patient in our study. Otherwise, in the duration of 

questions and answers, median value stended towards a 

minimum value. This means that the number of questions 

varied for each patient, or no question was asked in a number 

of patients. We assume that a patient’s personal characters such 

as curiosity and inquisitiveness had an effect on the time for 

questions and answers.

To achieve the goal of the preanesthetic visit, not only 

sufficient interview duration is needed but good communi

cation skills as well. In many clinical fields, both technical 

and nontechnical skills are needed to care for patients [7,13]. 

Unfortunately, because anesthesiologists have less contact 

with patients and their guardians than other clinical fields, 

the communication skill training has been neglected in 

anesthesiology residency training. Moreover, most residents 

lack practice experience, do not have enough time, and received 

little training in doctorpatient communication skills required 

to effectively deal with patients. However, Harms et al. [14] 

reported that training in communication skills reduces a patient’s 

anxiety, improves patient satisfaction, and emphasized the impor

tance of a communication skill training program in anesthesiology 

residency.

Our study has several limitations. First, a patient’s satisfaction 

and level of anxiety are complex psychological phenomena and 

should be assessed by multiitem questionnaires that have been 

shown to be reliable and valid [2]. In our study, the patient’s 

satisfaction for the PI was “very satisfied” in 39% and “satisfied” 

in 50%, which was relatively high, but this has to be cautiously 

interpreted because the data reflect subjective answers by 

patients. Also, because patients may think that their negative 

answers result in a disadvantage, the patients were most likely 

to answer positively. Therefore, the patient’s satisfaction with 

PI by residents was high, but it is difficult to demonstrate 

the usefulness of a PI by residentsin our study. More studies 

are necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of preanesthetic 

interviews by residents.

Second, previous studies have shown that a preanesthetic 

visit contributes to reducing a patient’s preoperative anxiety, 

but in our study, patients’ anxiety after PI by residents were 

decreased in only 50% and not changed in 42% of patients. On 

the contrary, 8% of patients had an increase in anxiety. The 

relatively short duration of the PI and the lack of communication 

skills of residents resulted in a negative outcome for decreasing 

patient anxiety. It is thought that a riskfocused interview could 

increase a patient’s anxiety. Also, because we did not evaluate 

anxiety levels before and after a PI, our results cannot demon

strate that the PI by residents can reduce patient anxiety. How

ever, we believe that a PI by a resident was helpful in decre a sing 

patient preoperative anxiety,compared to when the inter view 

was not performed.

Third, our results did not consider the features of 12 residents. 

They had different experience regarding interviewing and 

communi cation skills, and those differences may have influ

enced the preanesthetic visit. We think that astudy on patient

satisfaction according to the degree of resident training would 

be interesting.

Previous studies [2,12,15,16] have shown that good com muni 

cation skills with video materials are effective to increase the 

patient’s satisfaction during preanesthetic visits. SnyderRamos 

et al. [15] reported that patent satisfaction and understanding 

were higher when using a documentary video than the interview 

alone. Also, Salzwedel et al. [12] demonstrated that the use of 

a riskfocused video is superior to the interview alone on for 

achieving patient satisfaction and providing knowledge, but the 

patient’s preoperative anxiety was not altered by a riskfocused 

video. Garden et al. [17] and Lee et al. [2] showed that there was 

no significant change in anxiety levels after additional written 

information was provided to patients. However, Kain et al. [16] 

reported that a multimodal approach including the provision of 

video material, a preoperative operating room visit, and parent 

coaching can successfully reduce anxiety in pediatric patients 

and their parents. When a premedication for anxiety is not used, 

we believe that the best way to decrease a patient’s anxiety is 

to build a rapport with a patient through good communication 

during the preanesthetic visit.

In conclusion, the duration of a PI by residents are correlated 

with age, ASA physical status, and educational level of patients, 

and informed consent and history taking were the major 

content of the PI. The patient’s satisfaction for the PI by residents 

was high, but it is difficult to demonstrate the usefulness of an 

interview by a resident in our study. Further studies regarding 

patient satisfaction and anxiety improvement resulting from a 

preanesthetic interview by residents are necessary. 
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